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ABSTRACr

The basic objective of the work reported herein was to provide a broader
technology base to support the development of a medium STOL Transport (MST))
airplane. This work was limited to the application of the externally blown
flap (EBF) powered lift concept.

The technology of EBF STOL aircraft has been investigated through
analytical studies, wind tunnel testing, flight simulator testing, and design
trade studies. The results obtained include development of methods for the
estimation of the aerodynamic characteristics of an EBF configuration, SObL
performance estimation methods, safety margins for takeoff and landing, wind
tunnel investigation of the effects of varying EBF sys'tem geometry parameters,
configuration definition to meet MST requirements, trade data on performance
and configuration requirement variations, flight control system mechanization
trade data, handling qualities characteristics, piloting procedures, and
effects of applying an air cushion landing system to the MST.

From an overall assessment of study results, it is concluded that the
"EBF concept provides a practical means of obtaining STOL performance for an
MST with relatively low risk. Some improvement in EBF performance could be
achieved with further development - primarily wind tunnel testing. Further
work should be done on optimization of flight controls, definition of flying

qualities requirements, and development of piloting procedures. Considerable
work rist be done in the area of structural design criteria relative to the
effects of engine exhaust impingement on the wing and flap structure.

This report is arranged in six volumes:

VolLue I - Configuraxion Definition

Volwme I I Design Compendiu

Volume IlI - Perfomancwc Mothods and Takeoff wad Landing Rules

Volume IV - Analysis of Wind Tunntel Data

Volume V - Flight Oatrol Technology

Part I - Control System •tchanizat ion Trade Studies
Part i1 - Simulation Stulies/Plight Coatrol ,ystem Validation
Part Ill - Stability find Control Der~vative Accuracy

)v4quireiwnts and IEffrcts of Augmentation System Design

Volume V - Air Cushion Landing System Trade Study

li
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The present document represents Voliune III and is generated to provide
a technical basis for a STIOL supplement of MIL-C-5O11A, 'Military Speci-
fication; Charts, Standard Aircraft Characteristics and Performance,
Piloted Aircraft," dated 5 November 1951. This supplement is intended
to provide takeoff and landing performance criteria for STOL aircraft.
The present volume also presents methods for the computation of the field
performance on the basis of sucw new criteria.

The performance criteria are suggested in terms of safe speed mar-
gins, maneuver capabilities, engine failure considerations and angle of
attack margins to accammodate gusts for a typical medium sized STOL
transport. Nomograms for the determination of the takeoff and landing
distance are presented along with their derivation. Sample aerodynamic
data are used to show how the best STOL performance can be obtained
under the constraints of siých new STOL performance ground rules.

The criteria and the performance methods were generated with the
externally blown flap lift/propulsion system as the technical background;
however, both, the criteria and the performance methods are sufficiently
general to be applicable for many other lift/propulsion concepts

4..
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Section I

A . INTRODUCTION

In the past, flight safety rules for landing and takeoff were re-
lated to a definition of the stall speed in which power effects were
ignored. This definiti;-17 was introduced several decades ago when the
level of engine power was .-Jative].y low and the effect of power on the
minjimum speed was relatively insignificant. However, with elapse of
time, the power installed in the airplanes grew in connection with
increasing cruise speed, and thus the potential of using power for the
decrease of the stall speed became stronger.

Recently, interest was focused on using aircraft with short takeoff
and landing (STOL) capability to increase mobility mnd decrease traffic

V congestion, for example by using a numiber of small airfields instea-d of
fewer large airports. Also, important military logistic: benefits can be
derived from such a capability. As a result, short takeoff and landing
aircraft Studies have been made where power effects were used to reduce
the stall speed, and a variety of lift/propulsion concepts have been
fodad suitable to achieve this. In order to make use of this redluced
speed new takeoff and landing, ground rules or cr-;teria have to be estab-
lished to assure flight safety, taking into account typical aT~ aircraft

ýp characteristics, Such characteristics are associated with these po~wer
effects suchi as aircraft motion after engine failure, arld are associated
with sensitivity to gusts because of the low forward speed. Furthermore,
new ground ruiles may be established associated with the steeper flight
pa-th angles during anproach wnd takeoff which lrO uIsed to shorten the
f~ield length even further, beyond what cani he achieved with a mere speed

At the present time Mn attetrqpt is made to develop a basis on which
SUch iewv ground rules can be establ ished. Powcveýr, unKie conven i ial

airraft, fligyht experience with ~IMM. aircraft with prcpuls ion concepts
* other than with propellers is inadequate. Yect a nm~tber of di ffoz-ent

* prr~Usion oncet-ire poss-ible, auinv with their oun -taracterist ic
The~rcforý%, in the present report it is attomrited to slenerate i round
rules onI has is of deduct ions whijrever fliviht inforpiat im or simulator
inforrmation is not available. Thso dedict ions r md n h hsi

othle impact tha-t ,lfn f ailure and -,wvt mayi hiwve onl aircrift response;,
and onl the basis. of maneuver reqjuiremenits.

Pho PTrOUnd rules or criteria arc qvnerate~d here usim, a typical
itedvimu sice trxisport having ext rinll lo-1i flatps ar, the I1 ft/proj%'Iisionl
conicept. These criteriA are suq,!e-ztod for use in a futuro supiappetnt
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to the military specification, MIL-C-5011A (Reference 1).

Similar deduction may also be used for other lift/propulsion con-
cepts. A comparison of the impact of STOL safety criteria for the
various different concepts can then be made provided that consistent gust
models, engine failure thrust decay rates, and maneuver requirements
are used. This could enhance the selection of a particular lift/propul-
sion concept for STOL operation from airports with particular field
lengths.

Because it has been found that the determination of the takeoff and
landing speed and therefore the STOL field performance is surprisingly
complex, the present report also presents a methods develoyrnent showing
how such STOL safety criteria are applied. Additionally a number of
nomograms are presented for speeding up the determination of the field
performance. The nomograms are derived for four-engine aircraft using
the externally blown flap lift/propulsion concelt, but can easily be modi-
fied to other concepts and a different number of engines.

4
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Section I I

rAIMOFF AND LANI)ING IRUIMs

2.1 IDNuI! ICATION OF CRITICAL SroL SA-lfi'Y ASPiirs

2.1.1 ENGINE FAILURE

Wa) Bank Angle Control

One of the most stringent roll control requirements for a S.1OL aioi,,sat
equipped with externally blown flaps pertains to the control of the' iiik
angle in the case of an engine failure during a landing approach. In this
section it is attempted to identify a minimum speed at which adeqcute roll
control is available so that this speed can be used on which to lwisc ;1
minimum safe margin for the aircraft speed.

Conputed time histories o.. aircraft bank angle transients foll o•liog
engine failure aid subsequent piiot corrective action are presented iit
Figure 1 for an approach flap setting of 50*. Herein, it is asstimed thCt no
automatic rolling moment compensation exists. A realistic engine thr'at
decay is used, and the pilot initiates corrective action approxivyite1 uJv
second after the engine failure. A control system lag of 0.1 second is
assumed, and full roll control is reached 0.4 second after the pilot i rit ,ites.
the control. Two different approach speeds are chosen, iLe., 70 ith 3ý knots
equivalent airspeed, so that the effect of speed can be shOM hi thk- ;petA
regime of interest. Both these speeds are higher than the engine-out st. I I
speed.

A criterion for the severity of the effect of engine failure iii tht.
roll mode is th*e .tximam bank angle reached, ihowever, It is seen f rom:
the ahove figure that speed has very little !efect on the maximnun. hiak
"ingle, both bank an.les being approximately six de.rees. This may. he
Uue to the fact that increase of speed not only results in -n incre.isod
rolling moment due to engine failure but also resiults in an incr(aM, ot
the roll control moment.

Similarly, also only a small bank angle difference wams found fru
time histories where an infinite rate of thrust decay was used approxi,
miating an enwine disintegration or nacelle detachment, except th:it the
maximum bank angle excursions were approximately twice as large.

Thus it may be expected that no speed safety mrtrin on the hbasis i-i
bank angle excursions after engine malfunction can le established for
present day transports employing the externally blown flaps lift/
propulsion concept. IloweVer care must be taken that the aircraft sp'eJ,

3
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is greater than the stall speed or minimiLm controllable speed with the
critical engine failed.

In the subsequent portion of this section, additional details are
given with regard to data used in the above time histories, such as
engine thrust decay, time of pilot's control initiation, and rolling
moments involved. The rate of thrust decay used in the above transients
pertains to an instantaneous fuel loss and is shown in Figure 2, top.
The decay depends on the engine bypass ratio and the engine polar moaent
of inertia, and is estimated here for a bypass ratio 6 and an engine
diameter of 6 feet. These values are typical for the STOL transport
considered in this study.

The rolling moment increases as a function of this decay, and it
is also a function of the aircraft speed, see Figure 2, bottom. The speed
enters because the lift augmentation due to external blowing is a
function of speed. The rolling moment is presented by the symbol 4 in
this figure, --nd is divided by the moment of inertia, I. This gives an
impression of the rather substantial rolling accelerations involved inthe system if the damping were ignored:

Sc_ ,lbs ft or rad
I lbs ft sec2 hsec-T

Values of X// shown represent a failure of an outboard engine for
an airplane weighin., 160,000 pounds, having an inertia of 1.36 x 106 pounds
ft sec 2 , a span of 142 feet and having the outboard engine located at
40 percent wing span.

With regard to the time at which the pilot initiates corrective bank
angle control, it is assumed that no automatic roilin.- moment compensa-
tion exists in the aircraft that may alleviate his response. Various
cues are available to the pilot on the basis of which he may react.
These may be roll acceleration cues, yaw acceleration cues, or visual
bank angle cues. In the present analysis it is assumed that the pilot
will use the visual cue, being close to the runway during STOL operation.
Further, it is asstm-ed that the pilot reacts at a time when the bank
angle has reached three degrees. This angle is chosen arbitrarily,
except that a low angle of one degree is not expected to induce him to
act, and a larger angle such as five degrees probably gives reason for
considerable concern while operating near the ground. The 3-degree

5
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criterion, used here consistently, is adequate for the purpose of possibly
identifying the effect of the aircraft speed on the maximrum bank angle
excursion.

The time at which a bank angle of 3 degrees is reached is 1.03
seconds when the speed is 70 knots, and .93 second when the speed is 85
knots equivalent airspeed. At these tinmes, wihich are found from Figure
1, it is assumed that the pilot starts to use the maximum roll control
available. Consistent with NASA TINt 5594 (Reference 2), a control system
Ian~ of 0.1 second is applied, and the maximum control is reached 0.4
second after the start of the pilot's input. The resulting rolling
moment due to pilot action is shown in Figure 3.

The maximum levels of roll control are '1./ 1.01. rad/sec2 for
70 knots, and 01.37 rad/sec2 for 85 knots. Both/ values'are greater
than the miniirn.i absolute values to satisfy the roll acceleration
criteria of 'LIL-F-83300 (Reference 3) in normal opieration~s (niot shown here).

V ~ The total rolling moment for ig function is now4 found by the super-
position of the rolling moment due to the engine failure, and the rolling

, 41 moment due to the control input. This forcing function, divided again
by 1, is presented in Figure 4, top. Also, the remaininn values of ot/I
with full control input satisfy level 3 iroll acceleration criteria of

.1IL-F-83300.

To complete the comparison between the two speeds the dampit, .lso
neeis to be considered. 'Me g-eater the forward speed not only the vratuos

ANof the forcing fmiction are'. greýater, but als ofted'IM g

V 70 8

4 1l
0.654 o.8o

Dividing the foring runct ions by the respective Lirnpin"qs results in the
curves shown in Figure 4, bottM. It is isect, that those tw',,' functions
are very sim~ilar in %magnitude and shape, which loads to the exx et ~in
tha th ma bru akwge r of s-itia maignittules for the twto speed's.

io7
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(b) Flight Path Correction

This subsection pertains to the requirement that the pilot be able
to control and wnintain the flight path during final approach almost
ininediately after an engine failure.

The need for such a control action may be illustrated by presenting
the undershoot distance below the touch down point and by the increased
sink rate in the event that the pilot does not react and in the event
that the engine fails when the aircraft is at a critical height above
the threshold. Figure S shows the definition of the undershoot distance
schematically.

Assuning a height above the threshold of 50 feet, Figure 6 shows
that the magnitude of this undershoot distance ranges from 125-feet to
210 feet depending on aircraft speed, power settings, and flap settings
existing just before the failure. T[he speeds, flaps, and power settings
are chosen arbitrarily except that the values chosen bracket the area of
interest. The thrust levels chosen may not necessarily be those
associated with a 10 ft/second descent rate but they are expected to
encompass those needed for the descent. 'ITe figure also shows that the
increase in sink velocities ranges from 5.5 to 8.5 ft/second for these
conditions. The lift loss from the engine as a function of time is
approximated here by a ramp shape with a ramp time of two seconds, which
is roughly equivalent to the thrust decay curve shown in Figure 2 as far
as such downstream effects such as undershoot distances are concerned.

It is seen that the magnitude of undershoot and especially the in-
crease of sink rate require positive pilot action or automatic campensa-
tion, Hlowever, it is difficult to assess how the pilot will react to
Sthe engine failure without test data based on flight or simulations.

However, such an assessment is nevertheless attempted here, primarily
to show what the requirements possibly could be, and also to describe a
frame of aircraft characteristics within which the pilot operates.

.Caxted results of time histori• .with pilot reaction are shown in

Figu.re 7 for speedis of, 70 -kots. d 8S knots. The worst case in terms of
thrust setting and flIp angle is used, i.e., 100 percent thrust and 75
degrees flap angle. "n each caso the full lift loss due to engine failure
is assum, d to have developed in.V'o seconds, and a pilot delay of 1.2
.CoYds has beeti tvsed1 after the start of the engine failhrre, This time
Is an aver1age at whih a bank ungle of three degrees is encountered,
-dlar to the naMySis of the bank aigle co-,trol after engine failure.

"10
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Various ways to control the airplane in lift may be available to the
pilot. He can increase the pitch angle of the airciaft, or he may increase
thrust, or lift from DLC if that i. available, or a combination thereof.
It is assumed here, tha* he will use an angle of attack increase and
either DLC or thrust. Che reason for this is the fact that the lift
loss due to engine failure is large, and thus the lift increase desired
by the pilot not only must overcome the loss due to thu failure, but
should also provide an excess normal acceleration to reduce the buildup
of the sink rate. For example the lift change due to engine failure
used in the present analysis for 85 knots can be -18 percent, and if a
normal acceleration of an 0.10 were required a total lift increase of
28 percent would be needed. This amount of lift increase is difficult
to obtain quickly with an angle of attack change only. This is especially
true for STOL aircraft with high wing loadings such as is considered in
the present study where the wing area and the landing dynamic pressure
are small, and large lift changes require excessive angle of attack
changes. Thus adding either lift due to DLC or thrust increase (or both)
is expected to be necessary for a successful recovery from e igine failure.

Whichever method is used, the maximum positive normal acceleration
is taken here to be two seconds after the pilot's initiation of the lift
control, assuming that it will require this much tijne for high bypass
ratio enines to reach maxirrum thrust. This will place the maximuin posi-

tive normal acceleration at 3.2 seconds past the threshold, see above
Figure 7.

It is further assumed that the rate of sink above the threshold was
10 ft/second, and that the rate of sink shall not be larger at the instant
of touch down. 'loreover this shall be achieved with a gradual decrease
of nornal acceleration to a • 1.0 at touch down as indicated in Figrure 7.
This decrease to n -* 1 is imposed so that a remaining, normal acceleration
capability is reserved for the pilot to maintain sonme control over the
sink rate and to counteract the !,,round effect.

These assumtiptions now reduce the detenmifiathn of the required con-
trol capability to an assessment of how much positive normal acceleration
is required at the neak value two seconds after pilot control initiation.
"This peak value is determined without grouad effect, being 1sti approxi,.
mutely 1I to 20 feet above the ground. Some grrouid effect already exists
at that height but it becomes rauch more si,,nificamt at a closer ,round
nroximity, i.e., downstrean of this peak. In this waiy it i.- hoped to
senrate effects of engine ftailure from effects of grotud proximity, at
least for the aresent theoretical compqxtations.

14
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Results of time histories in the .above Figure 7 show that the normal
accelerations required with these assumptions are in the order of
&n = 0.04 to 0.05. Also, it is seen that the maximum increase in sink

rate is approximately 3 ft/second. The time history shows a vertical
displacement of the flight path of approximately 7 feet. The associated
undershoot distance can be shown to be 93 feet for V = 70 knots, and
98 feet for 85 knots. These results are also presented in Figure 8, top.

These undershoot distances are still considerable. For this reason,
similar computations have been made to determine the maximun normal
acceleration required to touch down at the same point on the runway as
the targeted impact before engine failure and no flare. Again, the peak
acceleration is assumed to occur two seconds after pilot control initia-
tion, and again the pullup is phased out thereafter to an = 0 at a
time five seconds after the engine failure. Results in Figure 8, bottom,
show that the required peak acceleration is an - 0.12 to 0.13. It is
surmised that this acceleration capability should be provided for better
control of the touch down point, rather than the lesser amount needed
for control of just the sink rate.

Furthermore, the pilot may not pullup exactly at the time indicated
in the above time history. In case pullun is delayed somewhat, it is
suggested to provide the noiniipl accele'ration not only out of ground
effect but also in ground effect, aind to round it off at a nominal value
of & n = 0.15. It must be emphasized thougjh, that a successful touch
down after engine failure in the longitudinal sense requires a fast
acting lift control, and the required value of an nost likelv depends o,
it.

(c) Yaw An.Wle Control

In the present docUment the required speed margin for sat isfactort
direct ional control during fl.ight after engine failure is not esta-
"l ished, because such a ,peod iuirgin enters only into the sizing of the
vertical tail and the rudder, and is not a primary input in the detennina-
tion of safety marýgins for use in genera.'l SIM pterformuance criteria;
performance ciriteria deternine the'si;:e of the tail for the design
condition, not vice versa in 9eneral.

....
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2.1.2 MANEUVER CAPABILIT1Y WITH ONE ENGIN1,E FAILED

(a) Turning, Maneuver During Approach

After engine failure the airplane must have a maneuver capability
suitable for turns and sidesteps. For example it may be needed to follow

aprescribed landing ptenoaSTLor.The aircra-ft may be in a
~'rn turning maneuver according to this linding pattern when an engine failure

occurs. Surrounding, structures or adjacent landing patterns for other
aircraft may commit the aircraft to continue this landing pattern with
the engine fa2dat least partially until the pilot can safely abort
the landing, or continues the pattern until the landing is completed.

MI. Examples of such landing patterns are presented in Figures 9 and 10, which
are taken from References (4), (5), (6), and (7).

It is seen that a turning radius of 1500 feet is considered feasible
for STOL patterns, at least on the basis of some of these references.
'rhe normal acceleration needed for this turning radius is approximately
n -1.03 for 70 knots true airspeed aid n 1.09 for 85 knot3 as show-n
in Figure 11.

Thiese normal acceleration capabilities must be provided, as well
as ant additional margin for flight path corrections, control of gust

M: ~responise, and prevention of stall Lunder these Circ~anstances, assuning
that all engine failure transients have dis~appeared.

fiowever, if the airp~lane is subjected to a severe gust while in the
turning maneuver it, is likely that the pilot is distra~cted frcn the turn.-
ins; maneuver and will put most of his attento otecnrlo h
gust respontse. if he is distracted cbrintz a nom~inal pe-riod of time of
3 to 4 seco7.,s, hie will not fol low the curved flight path over a distance
of about 50O feet. In order to c~atch un with the intended curved flight

- ~ pattern, he must thnb boto perform a curvod p,,th with a radius of
100 fet, ee igue 1 viTe nona ac.celeration r( Luired for this

radius is shown In Figure ' If a radiUS Of 10010 f.Ot iS to b0 flOW7 at
an approach speed- of approximately 9)5 knioz, a non'ial acceleraticon of
ýA n - 0. 30 1 s requ ired, if a speed of 80 knots is flown, &n1 noecls to

* he Only 0.15.

17
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(b) Sidestep Maneuver During Approach

Sidestep maneuvers are primarily a criterion for the required roll
control power rather than for the normal acceleration capability. A com-
puted time history of the bank angle variation that yields a lateral
displacement of the airplane of 200 feet is shown in Figure 14. Herein
the roll acceleration capability specified in MIL-F-83300 for Class II
aircraft is used pertaining to the engine failure case (Level 3). The
total time to complete this maneuver is about 10 seconds, during which
time the altitude is reduced by 100 feet using a sink rate of 10 ft/second.

If it is desired to compensate for the loss in normal acceleration at
each point of this time histoiy, a normal acceleration capability of only
n= 1.04 needs to be provided regardless of speed. It is not a function
of speed because the roll acceleration requirement is independent of
speed.

(c) Landing Touch Down

The normal acceleration required just prior to touch down is assessed
here, assuming that the initial approach sink rate is equal to the design
value, and that the pullup just prior to the touch down is delayed as long as
possible within certain constraints. It is further assumed that one engine
has failed and that the failure transients have disappeared.

Constraints should be based on flight or simulator test data; however,
in the absence of adequate test data the following is suggested:

The pilot anticipates a lift loss due to full roll control over
a time period of two seconds just prior to touch down. Because
of this and because of the possibility of engine failure, the
pilot will routinely decrease the rate of sink just prior to
touch down, using a minimum time of two seconds to accomplish
this.

Lift characteristics for full roll control with one engine failed in ground
effect depends on the roll control s,,stem used. Assuming an avei'age S percent

23
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lift loss during a time period of At - 2 seconds results in a sink speed
increase of

Vz- (An g) At - (0.05)(32.2)2 - 3.22 ft/second.

In Figure 14 it is seen that the bank angle may change only 9 degrees
during this time, and only about half as much is expected when the bank
angle is to be increased as well as stopped in this time. If the pilotdescends with a design rate of 10 ft/second without intention to pullup.,

such a sudden roll control maneuver will increase the sink rate to a value
in excess of 13 ft/second. This increase in sink rate is excessive in
camparison to a design sink rate of 10 ft/second. In order to avoid this
increase in sink rate, the pilot probably desires to pullup before touch
down so that the rate of sink at touch down is in average 6 to 7 ft/
second, thus leaving a 3 ft/second margin for the maximnum roll control

N input.

A similar philosophy is applied to the buildup of rate of sink in case an
engine fails just prior to touch down. This yields a similar constraint
as above. Figure 7 shows that the sink rate increases also approximately
3 ft/second before adequate pilot action can be applied. The pilot is
expected to attempt this pullup routinelv or automatically, thus also in
the present case where one engine has already failed,

S The last two seconds before the touch down is thus considered the'
latest opportunity for the pilot to reduce the sink rate. In order to
reduce the sink rate from 10 ft/second to 7 ft/second within the two
seconds, a normal acceleration capability is required in ground effect
amounting to:

.An ,,a-/,l AV / lt/• .jv/.•.a ,,oo4•5'- o.o• .

This acceleration requirement is independent of forward speed. How-
ever, the incrtased distance traveled-before touch down does depend-on
speed, see Figure. 15. It is seen, that during the 0.35 second involved
-in the touh doivn delay, a distance is travelled of 41 feet for V = 70
;kots, and 50 feet for 85 kots. Effectively this means. that the height
above the threshold wil-h flare must be 45 to 46 feet to yield the sate
air distance as a height of.$0 feetwithout flare, also shown in Figure

It should be mentioned that it is assumed that this Maeuver capa-
"bility can be generated qIuickly. The necessary lift increase must not-

4'5
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only generate the normal acceleration for pullup, but niust also overcome
the negative ground effect that builds up very fast at low heights above
the ground. An example of test data showing how the landing dispersion
is affected by the rapidness with which the lift can be changed is pre-
sented in Figure 16. This figure is taken from Reference (8). In this
figure lift control is derived from pitch attitude control, but it should
be realized that direct lift control (DLC) through spoiler retraction can
provide a quicker lift increase.

Additional test data, especially with DLC, should be obtained to
corroborate the above acceleration requirements and to define the best
type of control. In particular, the normal acceleration requirements to
control a descent imnmediately after a rebounce should be established
from flight tests with ground effects and with a suitable lift control
system.

Another consideratioi, in the control of the aircraft in touch down
is the sensitivity of the lift control wiith airspeed. Ass•uning that the
aircraft approaches with a forward speed that is 10 percent lower than
the normal touch down speed due to pilot error, for example, from a mis-
interpretation of the aircraft weight, it should be at least possible to
continue the flight path into the ground efffect wtithout increase of the
sink rate, i.e., v, ith s n 0 0. This is the miniMnIM touch dowM speed,
V Essentially, this means that the normal approach speed should beWmtd

4m Va , Vm t:!- -ý IG C`F

(d) .'aveoff Capabi ' ity

An aircraft has ade.quate waveoff capablility when it satisfies various
criteria. These are:

1. dituate cl;irb capability must exist after waveoff is completed

A2. dequate maneuvor capability must be available to clear the runwav
a•. 3. Adequate maneuver capahility must exit to clear an obsiacte at

-. the far end of the nmwav, and to obtain a flight path anm le
equal to the climb path,

17
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The climb capability after waveoff is either provided by a thrust
increase, or by a drag decrease such as a -reduction in f lap angle, or
both.

The maneuver capability needed to prevent physical ground contact(item 2)
can be found from

where Vis the initial sink rate, and A h is the height of the aircraft
above the grounid where the full normal acceleration is first achieved.
Assuming a sink rate of VZ =10 ft/second, and assumring that it requires
0.5 second to generate this normal acceleration fully, the decision
height becomes then

Wih hseasupios tenormal acceleration required is shown

Because a -ort ion oF the flIi ght path is in ground ef fect, anid the
remavinder is Ou~t ,'E~round effect, this capabil ity should exist with alld
without gYro~uid prox,; i ty.

at f he anuver capLwi'lity equation above is extended to clear an obstacle
ateother end of the j~:yand to provide a positive flight path angle or

climb path angle at that obsti&ý:Ie, it cani be shown that

V~hee istheclimb path angle in rat>.,ns at. the. far end of the runway,
A~ is the f I iý-ht path (Airing approach whc- the aircraft iFý above the

throsold A is ec'9tivc) aid is teni,-a egh e itr s

'[ý top Portion of this fiiiurc shows the requi rnd cap~abi ity when

c . 7s eN This is typical for the aircraft pr-csently inder study,
where &~~-~and No obstacle exists at "lie end o)f t he
twiway in this case. If anostacle does exsCtt~edo h uwy
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and if it is equally as high as an obstacle at the beginning of tie run-
way, then the approach angle and the climb angle are equal in absolute
magnitudes in this simplified equation. Also, it is assumed that the speed
is approximately constant. Results for this case are shown in Figure 18,
bottom. It is seen that for field lengths of 1500 to 2000 feet a noinal
acceleration of An = O.OS to 0.06 is adequate.

If the approach speed is lower than the speed needed to obtain the
desired climb angle in the wA.veoff, the aircraft shculd have the capa=-
bility to increase the speed during the pullup maneuver. For the moderate
pullups involved this is possible by thrust increase or rapid but limited
flap angle decrease.

2.1.3 GUST

(a) Upward Gust

In this subsection the angle of attack response of the airplane is
given following various different gust frequencies and velocities of a
discrete gust. The angle of attacV excursions of these gusts is used to
establish the an-le of attack mairgin the airplane should have in order
to prevent airplane stall. The excursions are compiuted from

+ + . ,- S

the derivation of which is found in the Appendix and is valid for ' - 1.0.
This damping is a reasonable average for SfOL aircraft, Also a tryical value
is used for the undamped natural frequency (ut,' I rad/second). Gust
frequencies used were equal to 1/2, 1.0, wid 2.0 times the undampej naturujl
frequency of the airplane, as shown in Figure [9. the mximum gust levels

a are obtained fromn ',1IL-F-g7851(A1S(), "?lilitary Specification, ,lying
-qu, ities of Piloted Airplanes," dated I Auust 19,9 (Reference 9).

Gust response characteristics withoxut p•Iot Contrn, input for these
conditions are presented in Figure 20. "the shnrt'-s+ gust Qhowii is pro.
NA 1b 1ntot significant fro'. a standpoint of win, stil, ecau.e tihe fIow
Sprbably attaches Avain so rapidly after a rmssibie .t.al that no . fi ''
c~at aircraft response is ci•.sed in angle of attack , -b st with the

cant f 32c
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longest duration probably induces the pilot to smoothen the motion so
that the time history shown for this case without the pilot control is
also only of limited interest. However, the medium gust shown is con-
sidered to be too short for the pilot to react upon, and possibly long
enough to produce a condition dangerously close to stall or to produce
a significant rerponse after stall.

It is seen that angle of attack increases occur in the order of 8.2
degrees for 70 knots, and 7.0 degrees for 85 knots for the medium gust
frequency. To prevent aircraft stall, -an angle of attack margin of this
magnitude should be provided. Figure 21 shows that the required magni-
tude can be approximated by the equation

It is assumed that the vertical gyust of the above mnagnitude exists
without ground effect, applicable in the approach condition for landingit
and during the climbout away from the ground.

Z 'The gust response results described above cart also be used to assess
the magnitude of the verticaldispiacement of the aircraft following,
th e gust, which is of particular inteyr st during landing approach. Verti-
cal displacements without pilot control are computed on the basis of

Br MZ QCLiS
or

~ C~OCL/ICL

i-/here 40 is taken from the oust response in Figr 0

I-stirnattd results are shouin in Figure 22 0o aiu utfvu~ ~s
"using CLOI/CL 0.03 per degree as a typical va Iuti.

1w is ieen that vertic.!i displacement of rather lar-c r-rngnitudos
cmn occur if no corrective action is taken. tuminq Ow t the pilott
will have recovered control in approximatl 5 to 4 second.,vrtc
dispacement of 9 to 14 feet emi be epcted, VUsinq a r om inz I I feet
displacwemet, anl averm.iw and a high fliight path over flvý zhreýsllwd rnay
N, defined as illustr~ated ina 1Piure 123.
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Upward gusts in ground effect are also of particular importance
during the initial takeoff maneuvers. Shortest takeoffs over obstacles
are obtained by rotating the aircraft to the highest safe angle of attack
innediately after liftoff. 'he highest angle should have a safety margin
with respect to wing stall, and should not cause the aircraft to de-
crease speed. Only after this highest angle is reached will the angle of
attack be bled off to maintain approximately constant speed while
increasing the flight path angle until a steady state value is reached.
To avoid stall during the initial maximum rotation, an assessment of the
upward gust near the ground is needed, as one criterion to determine the
magnitude of the margin.

This poses a dilemrna because probably no data are published about
upward gust in ground effect. In order to obtain a general idea of what
the ground effect might be on the magnitude of gust, a simplified theoreti-
cal model of a discrete gust is developed here for use in ground effect.

It is assumed that the vertical gust can be represented by two
parallel vortices of infinite length, each moving upward with a speed of
1/2 Vgmax, see Figure 24. Of interest is the speed that is induced at a
point A in this figure located in a plane in the middle between the two
vortices. At the time the vortices are at the same vertical location as
point A, the velocity induced is by definition V At vertical loca-
tions above or below point A the vertical velocities induced at that
point are less and will depend on the time that is consumed for the
vortices to travel upward. It can be shown that the variation of V, with
time can be expressed by

VA 4 M

[{fining T as the lengths of tho gust in time (see Figure 24), and using

the relation fol lows closely the glreatest part of the discrete gust model
.from 11,-F-878 (Reference 9). Ft-e agreement between the two gust models

is illustrated also in F'iture 24.

Using T 2r , which belongs to a !.ust frequency of W.- I tad/second
and 34 feet/second the distance between the two vort -ces hecLes

SI 5 3.2 feet.
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Given the magnitude of this distance, and the height h of the vortices
above the ground, image vortices can be placed underneath the ground and
the reduction of the maximum gust velocity can be computed. The equation
becomes:

V OA GE

The variation of this maximum gust velocity ratio with h/. i3 pre-
sented in Figure 25. Assuming that the pilot rotates the aircraft to a
maximum tolerable angle of attack at a wing altitude of 30 feet or less, a
gust margin should then be in existence consistent with

7 Tis yields

so that the argle of attack margin at that condition should be

t~y) 6n< = WT-S /VI<T.S

This amounts to a margin of 4.85 degrees at 70 I1cots and 3.9' degrees at
8S Icnots, see Figure 21.

It may be of interest to compare this margin with the 10 percent mar-
gin in lift, or An - 0.1, often used in conventional aircraft. Using
an aspect ratio of A 4, and a Ciyax of 2.0, the 10 percent marngin yields

•0• CL M•*I,

It is seen that the margin is not incompatible with the gi derived
here based on ground effect, noting that for ,• aircraft Ctx is high-er, thus also is AC . It is stq~gested to use the gust mnargin derived
here for At rather than using 4n because it relIatvs more to the phys-i-

:"• cal model involved anrd can take into accotnt a rvtided lift curve. t,-xv
•- ever, it should be anqhasized that additional work is required to define
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the gust in ground effect more closely. The present derivation should beconsidered as an investigation that was needed to point out where addi-

tional research should be made.

Based on Figure 25 the ground effect has essentially disappeared at
an altitude of h = 2 - 100 feet above the runway. It is suggested to
use full velocities above this altitude.

(b) Down Draft

Figure 23 of the previous section yields -in estimated downward dis-
placement of 10 feet, similar to the upward displacement from the upward
gust.

Figures 26 and 27 illustrate the effect of a down draft for respec-
tively a landing and takeoff flight trajectory for an airport withi
obstacles. The down draft will displace the aircraft vertically requiring
an allowance of an undershoot distance with an additional margin and
similarly an overshoot distance with a margin for the total takeoff
distance over the obstacle. These figures relate the margins with respect
to the obstacles.

However, it is not known how successful the pilot will be to counter-
act this gust. It is suggested to detemine this from simulator data or
flight tests.

Because the down draft appears to have rather significant effects
on the rumway marins, it is suggosted that down draft i, agitudes be
defined in the vicinity of airport obstacles at heights from a Multiple
of the obstacle height to near the ground.
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(c) Headwind Fluctuations

An airplane that encounters a gust head-on will sense an increase in
aerodynamic pressure and accordingly will generate an increase of lift and
drag.

The aircraft drag will decrease the speed somewhat, however, the safety
margin in speed will usually not be reduced significantly. The aircraft
lift will displace the aircraft vertically similar to an updraft of upward
ast. This has the effect of introducing an overshoot distance during land-
ing approach as illustrated in Figure 28. This overshoot distance will have
to enter as a margin for the ground roll distance while determining the run-
way length. Some of this margin is accounted in Figure 23 by using a S0-
foot heigh" .,oove the threshold instead of an average heiglht of 35 feet.

The magnitude of the lift change can be somewhat larger than that re-
sulting from an upward gust, if no pilot reaction is considered for both
types of gusts. Figure 29 shows the determination of the effect of the
headwind gust on the aircraft lift increment. This increment is 29 percent
as compared to 23 percent increase due to an angle of attack change of
eight degrees from the vertical gust.

It is presently not known how to present the pilot reaction to the
gust in a form suitable for computation of overshoot distances. For this
reason it is again 'suggested to determine this distance from simulator
studies and to correlate these with flight data for corroborationA How-
ever, for the present time, it is assumed that the maximum upward displace-
ment will be approximately equal to that of an updraft, i.e., 10 feet, see

fil" Figure 23. Prerequisite is, again, that iimnediate control manipulation
is performed, and that the lift change cani be carried out quickly.

(d) Tail Wind Fl:ictuations

Mien the a i rplane encounters a sudden tail wind, and when the airplane
mnotion has not Yet reacted to this wind, then only' the effect ive dvnlunic
pressures changes and no angle of attack change has as yet developed.
HIowever, a lift loss has developed from the d.iiailic pressure toss which,
in the event of a Vust of the tmagnitude slecif-ied in '111'-F-8785 is large

at .S'01L speeds. 1This lift loss i,; sketched in Figure 30, point B. TCe
•- airplune will start to sink with respect to its original flight path and
the pilot will attempt to arrest this sink by increasing angle of att:ck.

It is not knoun how Much angle of artack incre'iset the pilot desires
it for flight path correction; Kowever, it is kunok,• how much angle of attack
increase is needed to at least Maintain the aircraft lift on a stead'
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state basis. This is also illustrated in Figure 30, point C. To allow
just that m~iuch capability coincides, with allowing the aircraft to reach
C C at the peak of the gust. This, in turn, determines the stall
spM of the aircraft as illustrated, again, in this figure.

From this, a relation between V/Vs and the peak gust velocity Vgm

can be derived as. follows.

At point C, the velocity is V VS, and at point A it is:

,• ~~V = VS + ~.•

Thus:

VV

Using ax 34 ft/second or 20 knots associated with a frequency of
one rad/second, the required speed ratios are shown in Figure 31. They
range from 1.4 VS at 70 knots to 1.3 VS at 85 knots.

It should be noted that frequently a circular landing approach
pattern is flown. Even though. the landing is made predominantly with head
wind, at a portion of the circular pattern the aust velocity may appear
as a tail wind fluctuation. This circular pattern is followed at an
appreciable ground distance, so that the curve in the above Figure 31 does
not apply in ground effect.

It also should be noted that the stall speed VS pertains to the maxi-
mum lift and it is assumed that the pilot can generate this lift quickly,
including pitch angle, thrust increase, and possibly DLC. Flight
experience is needed to determine whether the thrust increase can actually
be used for the control of the response from this gust.

so

K
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(e) Side Gust

The effects of side gusts on sideslip excursions were analyzed on
the basis of one dimensional equations of motion. Results are intended
for first order assessments only.

A maximum gust velocity was used equal to 34 ft/second, a gust dura-
tion of 6.28 seconds, and an aircraft speed of 70 knots. Frequencies and
dampings used are those along the border of level 1 flying qualities
indicated by point no. 1 through 9 in Figure 32. The frequencies and
dampings are also listed in the following table:

Point No. Wnd _

1 2.00 1.00
2 1.00 1.00
3 .s0 1.00
4 .25 1.00
S .2S .s0
6 .25 .08
7 .s0 .08
8 1.00 .08
9 2.00 .08

Time histories of the gust response in terms of sideslip angle arc
presented in Figures 33 and 34. It is seen that the maxiumm sideslip
angle is in the order of 23.5 degrees or much less. the angle of 23.5
degrees is the required steady state sideslip cipability associated with
a steady sidewind of 30 knots at a flight speed of 70 knots. Thus, it
appears that the side gust is generally not more critical than the
requiied steady state sideslip, and at the present time, no speed margin

requirements are derived from the side gust. ttowever, it should be noted

that steady state sideslips of this magnitude are difficult or impossible
tto obtain and this steady state requirement may have to be reviewed along

with the side gust requirements.

vi-.
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2.2 RECOMNDED GROLND RULES

2.2.1 TAKEOFF

In this section takeoff ground rules are proposed based on the previous
sections as well as on some additional considerations described here.
They are proposed for use as a supplement to MIL-C-5011A and MIL-M-7700A
to cover STOL aircraft.

Although most rmrgins described previously pertain to approach and
landing, some pertain to takeoff. These are related to vertical gust and
will be used here. In addition, a margin is added here against pilot
error in the sneed to weight relationship. To cover this error a 5
percent speed margin with respect to stall, is used so that positive
liftoff is assured at takeoff rotation.

Also, a differentiation is made between normal military or conmercial

operation and assault operation. The normal takeoffs are based on
safety with one engine failed, whereas assault takeoffs are performed
without engine failure consideration.

The ground rules reconmended here pertain to takeoff and landing
strips with cleared perimeters such that obstacles do not impose addi-
tional restrictions. Emphasis is placed on ground rules for the flight
phase and no safety margins for the ground roll portion are given here.
Aso not included are nonmal acceleration capabilities for evasive man-
euvers such as the avoidance of small arms fire after takeoff during
military o'.erat ions.

(a) Norma l Operation

'1 110e takeoff shall be made usin- the accelterate atid stop concept
The minimu.ii failure speed t.o be used for the detennina'tion of
the takeoff distance is the sped for which th(e accelerate and
storl distance is equal r(aluinced) to the nmway distance needed
to cont inue the takeoff to the liftoff point after the critical

enaine fails at the most critical noment. The point of lift -
off is defined as the condition where the notmal I iftoff' speed
is reached.

M%



2. The normal liftoff speed shall not be less than 1.05 Vq where
V3 is the minimum flyable speed with the critical engine failed
in ground effect or out of ground effect, whichever is more
critical.

3. At no point along the takeoff flight path may the aircraft have
a lower speed than at any previous point along the flight path.
This pertains to takeoffs with all .'ngines operating as well as
with the critical engine failed.

4. The flight patn angle during climnbout at a speed equal to the
minimum climbout speed, and for conditions out of ground effect
and the critical engine failed, shall not be less than a minimun
value to be specified by the procuring agency. The minimum
climbout speed is obtained when liftoff is m.ade at the normal

liftoff speed and the subsequent speed increase is held to a
minimum within safety constraints while all but the criticalengine perform at the maximuin tolerated thrust.

* S. At the rotation of the aircraft to the maximum angle of attack
after liftoff, an angle of attack margin 40. with respect to

8F the stall condition in ground effect with one engine failed
shall exist according to A~rad = 6 knots/VKTAS.

6. At altitudes hi.her thun 100 feet above the ground the minimum
angle of attack margin with resnect to the stall with one engine

A,.. failed shall not be less than the value given by
rad 10 knots/VKAs.Ia I

S(bJ \ssault Oneration

. c. The ground rnui to the lif toff speed %hall ihe made asstm•ing no
enine f:il ur'e.

2 The li toff speed sh11111 not be less thIn 10S V" where VS is
the minimtoti flyable inecd in ,round effect with :ill en illos
o• .ra t .. .

.......



3. At no point along the takeoff flight path may the aircraft have
a lower speed than at any previous point along the flight path.

4. At the rotation of the aircraft to the maximum angle of attack
after liftoff, an angle of attack margin AoC with respect to
the stall condition in ground effect with all engines operating
shall exist according to • rad = 6 knots/VxTAS.

5. At altitudes higher than 100 feet above the ground, the minimum
angle of attack margin a with respect to the stall with all
engines operating shall not be less than the value given by

,:• Acta 1 0 knots/VKTASZ*
rad 1

(c) Comments

A few comments may be made with regard to these grolmd rules. In
the present study, the climb path zIgle of item 4 for normal omeration is

taken equal to = 3'. This climb path angle is considered to clear
the terrain following the liftoff, and to clear obstacles at a greater
distance. If obstacles are present in critical locations, down draft
effects have to be considered for altitude margins.

With reard to item S for normal operation (or item 4 for assault
operation) it should be understood that the quickest gain in altitude
is obtained when the maxina- tolerable vertical acceleration is achieved
at the earliest possible time after liftoff. "This will put a maxii;iun
of energy into potential energy, and a minimun into kinetic energy as
required for maximutu obstacle clearances, tN order to achieve this, the
aiircraft is quickly rotated to the anale of attack with the specified
margin, or to the anI e at which a neg, t ive aircraft acceleration along
Sthe fli ht path is just prevented (ittem .), )vhichever is reached first.
T1ereafter- the an"le of attack is bled off to satisfy item 3 while the
fli iht Vath angle increases with time.
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222 APP1RJACI I AIND WMNING

Almost all safety margins derived in previous sections for engine
failre ondtios ad gus~t are applicable for the approach or lahdingy

phase. The required margins are summtarized in the following table.

YCritical Case JGround Eng. Type Margin

Effect Fail. of At S eed 1P.AS)
Cond. 'largin

___________________ ____ ______ 75 85 95

Rearng Gust erR=0 ft) C)- E n 0.09 0.185 0.30
RaGut(6V=-201 K7TAS) GE EF \1V/V5  1.40 1.30 1. 27

Upward Gust(~-t~ArcK =V/1OKTAS) OGE CF Ao 8.00 6.70 6.00
Sidestep Maneuver 1OGE CEF &~ 0.04 0.04 0.04
Engine Failure at 50 feet lOGE A 0.13 0.12
Arrest of Sink Rate for TD ICE CEF L 0.05 0.05
T.D. at V¾ntd VI E (IE 6t1 0 0
Engine Failure at 50 feet ICE CaF L~ 0.13 0.12
Vaveoff Altitude (35 feet) IJ CEP cf. & 0(.05 0.05
lWaveoff Distance (1500 feet IGY (IF A' 10.05 0.06

In addition, it must be possible to accelerate the airplane during thle
w.v-off maneuver from the approach szpeed t-o the climbout speed.

The mrargins out of ground effect arc of various different typles
oc V) . Fivure 35 is, included in this renort showing aco

par isorn of' the effect of tile various typos of inar in on th useb~ li
of the a ircraft.

It is seens that the speoed marv in is mnost resrc i ele teagt
of attac~k margjiin of 8' i s ahout as 5everv as aI 71'rj~1Xeur NI1Vl'Ir~ inOf

An .2to .1$ but both arc not even half I s restrict ive a,; the spced
--arin. 11owevcr, comparison ()f this low4est useahlle lift with th Ioes

uscable. lift in oround ceffec t in 1:i ipur 56 Ahows, Czxnpat thl valt 10

B~ased onl thue lahoxe a)d with col~n i ::in.ce that di fferent. r l.*t ions-
exijst hotvveen 6,r, 4o and a' , for different M ttpou es io v~S
thanl tile e.xtvrna Ilv blotun '11 0a Concept ana-Oyze ntepeetrtr
the i'ecrx-icindvd tiround rules f or xpriroach wid laandin are as fo01lvuS.
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(a) Nomal Operation

1. Landing distances for landings without obstacles are to be deter-
mined on the basis of a flight path height of 50 feet above the
threshold. The rate of sink above the threshold wil1 be speci-
Lied by the procuring agency.

2. The final turning maneuver in the approach shall be made with a
nminimum speed margin of 20 knots true airspeed with respect to
the stall speed with the critical engine fz l!':d and out of ground
effect.

3. The normal acceleration margin during approach cut of ground
effect and with the critical engine inoperativ, shall not be
less than A n w .15 or the acceleration required to perforn a
turn with a radius of 1,000 feet, whichever is critical.

4. The angle of attack margin during approach at altiLudes greater
than 100 feet above the runway and with the critical engine
failed shall be aqutl to or greater than a value given by
Arad ' IOfTus

S. The normal acceleration capability in ground efE-ct. with the
critical engine inoperative, and at the normal touch doi, speed
with V t 1.1 Vmtd shall be at least An - 0.15

6. The normal acceleration capability in ground effect, with the
critical engine failed, and at a speed 10 percent less than t:h
normal touch dm-n speed, shall be at least e4 n - 0. !1he mini-
imma speed in the condition whore A n 0 is defined as V,.td"

7. It shall be possible to perform a waveoff frcm an altitude of
100 feet above the runway with the critical engine failed.
During the wavwoff the angle of attack main out of ground
offect at 100 feet above the ninway shall tb at least a value
given by A~rad - 10 kts/VKrps and in PaxirmtP growid effect
at least a value according to dA* 6 kts/VK.T,. "he wave-
off shall be considered completed ralve the end or the runway,
and the aircraft speed at that point shall be at least tqul to
the minim•= climbout speed defined for takeoff. To achieve
this, flap angle re-fction1 is permitted.



(b) Assault Operation

In this report, no separa~te ground rules for approach and landing in
-assault operation are given.

(c) Commuents

Comments with regard to the approach and landing ground rules are
offered here with regard to the normial oneration as wel± as assault opera-
tion. Similar to the takeoff ground rules, also here no obstacle is
assumied to exist. If an obstacle does exist, it probably should be

R. cleared by the flight path by a nominal margin of 35 feet to account
for down drafts rind enggine failure.

The rate of sink- assumned to exist above the threshlold is taken in
this report equal to 10 feet/second. This yields a flight path anglo

jYý_ above the threshold of approximately =-4'. At the posi'tion of the
k ~approach prior to the threshold the descent angle may be greater.

Also the fliz-ht velocitv above the threshold may be lox:cr than
during the last turni in tlc approach pattern (itfl Cm , cpendin- on the?
deceleration capability of zhe aircraft and the length of the straicht
portion of the flight path just prior to touch down.

wi~th regird to item 5, the nonnal acceleration assumned here for Conl-
trolof he snk ate during trouch down after enoine failure is ~i

MS1. Ikeethe adequacy of his value depends on the miinount of grotuLQ
effect wid the cjutcknesst of control atvplication in I if t (!LC) Ind i t !ýav
be necess'ary to spe-cifv a mininrati resp~onse time in lift to-,ether with thlis
norruil it,.celerat ion. !1výCm is needed to) derinc tile nvrflal acceleration
muirgin to a better dvj-ree.

A6sutgon ue for applroaich ind 1--onditio arc not devel~oped in

tho present reivrt hfýcaujs somw very itfl?\rtant k or-iriot l l con~sidcratloris
muist be takeo into account thit 'Ire kf) i I t.1rV 11ature rather th.ui the
do,.,iin of amerdywn:iic flIigtht sa-fvty, :ind therefore N-otlyod the scp
of the preiuvt analvsis- FoIr oxaInIle, oner-It onal nsiraio h d
include the eonseflutnCve to the mi Iitaiy opevrit on arowind the landingi

an -01ne ai on pproach and Ot-w airc-raft cr;-4h lands
,ti hn eyief

* kg 63



somewhere near the middle of the landing strip, making all further flight
operation impossible. This problem does not exist during tkkeoff. If
an engine fails during an assault takeoff the landing strip will probably

* - be left dlear except for the very end of it, or the airplane will come to
* rest, on a clear way. Also, considered shouid be assault flight training

aspects. Assault type landings without critical engine-out safety can
only be trained with a high risk to the aircraft and the crew. Assault
takeoffs, however, can be trained with" a small risk at ve.y low altitude
as long as th.e nmway used for training is large enough, or may be simu-
..ateO at high altitudes.

It should be noted that renmval of the engine failure safety improi.es
the takeoff performance considerably, however the improvement in the 2'and-
ing performance may not be compatible. Possibly a better way to improve
the landing performance in the assault mission is to decrease the heightý
above the threshold rather than the removal of the engine-out safety.
Along with it could go a lesser flare, and thrust reversal on four engines
rather than two, while taking the risk of overshoot into the .clearway.

In addi to make full use of a minimun landing-distance capability
with all engiii operating, the fuselage upsweep needs to be increased

* :for ground angle clearance. T'his penalizes the aircraft weight and
* craise performance.
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Section III

PERFOR•A4NCE METHODS

In this section, the critical safety margins of the previous section
are used, and methods for the determination of the field length aerived.
In addition, other criteria are also considered to facilitate direct
comparison with other aircraft studies.

. .3.1 STOL PERFOPRMNCE

3.1.1 LIFTOFF SPEED

(a) A Nomogram for Liftoff Speed

In general, takeoff speeds can be determined rapidly from nomograms.
An example of such a nomogram is presented in Figure 37. This particular
nomogram pertains to. optinm aerodynamic data for aircraft employing

A the externally blown flap lift/propulsion concept.

The nomogram makes use of the thrust to weight ratio, T/W, and the
ratio of thrust to wing area, T/S, as independent variables.. The latter
ratio is obtained from

T T
S IV S

Herein, both factors on the right hand side are basic design 1-.arameters
entering into sizing exercises during proliminary design stages.

(b) Ground Rules Used

rThe above nomogram is based on various performance constraints and
assumptions. Constraints considered pertain to the following safety
margins:

. 1.05 Vmc (CEF, IGE)

V co • 1.10 Vmc (CEF, OGE)

at VLO: n _2 1.1 (CEF, IGE)
at Vco: n ' 1.3 (AWO, OG}-)
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Herein, Vmc is the minimum flyable speed or stall speed of the air-
craft. Assumptions are that a minimum control speed existing during the
ground roll portion of the takeoff is not critical for the determination
of the liftoff speed, and that the climbout speed is a given percentage
greater than the liftoff speed. The actual percentage value is not
determined in this report since it depends. on aircraft dynamic characteris-
tics and pilot technique. Especially, the latter must still be established.
Another assumption used is that the aircraft is required to climb at
a three-degree angle at the climbout speed with the critical engine inopera-
tive.

(c) Aerodynamic Limitations

ente In order to illustrate how the various constraints and assumptions

enter into the construction of the nomogram the derivation of it will be
described hereafter in detail.

The basic aerodynamic data for maxinum lift used in the nomogram are
presented in Figure 38. These are tmtrimmed data with all engines
operating as obtained from wind tu.nnel data. The maximum is defined to
exist at an angle of attack where the rolling moment is not becoming too
large in case of an engine failure. In the present document an angle of
18 degrees is used as the limitation. This angle is essentially the same
as the stall angle of attack in the power-off condition.

After trimming the aircraft in pitch these data yield the maximuin
useable lift with all engines operating. This maximum lift is indicated
by the uppermost lines in Figures 39 and 40. The two figures show
similar data but for different blowing coefficients, Cr -

The above data pertain to conditions out of ground effect, Only one
type of safety margin (i.e., n = 1.3, AEO) is based on such a condition,
but all other takeoff safety margins are based on conditions with ground
effect as well as with a critical engine failed (CEF). The ground effect
is estimated in two steps, the first step being an estimate of the change
of the stall angle of attack, and the seco i step being an estimate of

3ta o
the change of lift at that new stall angle of attack. The maximum angle
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of attack in ground effect used in the present document is presented in
Figure 41. It reflects a significant decrease in the angle. The effect
Is computed from equations existing for conventional aerodynamics because
no reliable test data are published for this decrease at this time. The
lift change used for the second step is presented in Figure 42 and

9 extracted from test data published in Reference (11).

Decreasing the lift due to engine failure, trirmming in yaw, roll,
and pitch, and applying the ground effect results in the maximum lift
shown in the previous Figures 39 and 40 (labeled MAX, CEF, IGE).

The various safety margins are now applied to the maximum lift data
as shown in these figures as a function of flap angle. Speed margins
are easily applied as illustrated in Figure 43.

It is seen that the lifting capability with the margins increases
with flap angle. However the drag level of the flaps also increases.
The maximum angle that can be used for takeoff is determined by climb
considerations. In the present study, a 3-degree climb path requirement
with one engine failed is used to limit the flap angle. Thle maximum
flap angle at which this requirement is met is also indicated in the
figures. An exampiu of how the lift is determined at which this climb
angle can be maintained at a given blowing coefficient and a given flap
angle is showm in Figure 44. This figure shows the relation between the
lift and drag characteristics when the angle of attack varies. The inter-
section of such a relation (lowest line for the critical engine inopera-
tive) with the condition CD -Cl tai 6' yields the lift that meets the
minimum climb limit.

.The optimtun flap angles to be used are those that meet the critical
safety margins as well as the climb requirements. These arc indicated in
the above Figures 39 and 40 and labeled there as "Takeoff Flap Angle."

•.i. It should be noted that the climb curves shown pertain strictly to
. the blowing coefficients indicated in these fiqures. However, when the

aircraft happens to liftoff at a blowing coefficient indicated, the speed, it'ill have incre!ased by the time the climbout equilibrium has been obtain-
ed. At this increased speed a higher climb angle capability exists.
Thus, in order not to exceed unnecessarily the required climb angle during
the climbout, a somewhat higher flap angle may be used already at liftoff
in anticipation of this speed increase. Assuming that the percentage
speed increase is known, for exmlple 5 percent, the higher flap angle can
be determined as follows.
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Figure 45 shows a repeat of the curves at which a climb angle of 3
degrees can be attained, each for a given blowing coefficient. With the
two blowing coefficients indicated, new curves can be interpolated where
the speed is a percentage larger. The blowing coefficient for the higher
speeds are computed from

I ac . Vc 01

APCO V70./ L~/ VL

Curves for these blowing coefficients are indicated as dashed lines.
They are then transcribed into Figures 39 and 40, where new intersections
with the safety margins can be found. These intersections then yield the
corrected flap angles where thislimitation is met. Since the increase in
speed percentage is a variable depending on pilot technique, the lift
off condition intersections were selected for analysis in the present
study.

In any event, it is seen that at each blowing coefficient a CL value
or a value of C1,/CjL PE can he obtained that represents the optimum lift-
ing capability consistent with the groined rules and the aerodynamic"• "-" "," orCL/C)z. ) value can be
characteristics of the aircraft 1Thi.s CL L C v anb
plotted versus CApp(or l/C "apEi) and the latter relation is chosen in
Figure 46. This relation is preferred in this report because of the direct
dependence, on the T/W ratio which is of irriediate importance in preliminary
des i gn

CL L- /a S L 4

A '111 i;s relation enters direct ly in the upper port tion of the nOviiogrwfl

in Figure 37. The lower portion is only a ,tultiplication of
l1/C.4Ap: or q/(T'rp/S) by (l/4)(T/S) to obtain q, If the aerodvamsnic

characteristics chance, or if other safety or nerfomance ground rules
-ire used, such as clim, annale, only this upper portio:i of the flovoram
will be affected quantitatively. The type of the Imoqr•u w•ill be

unchwiged for different aerodynamnic characteristics or even iift!propul s ion
concepts as long as CL (or CL/C4pp) cani he expressed in tenis of
Cjt, l: (or I/Cj~pT)
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To facilitate changing the nomogram for different climb require-
ments, or for aerodynamic data, and for different lift/propulsion Concepts

* -the axis system of the upper portion of the nomogram is made identical to

that of Figure 46.£

,*, N

-3.2.1 TAKEOFF DISTANCE

()Nomograms and Graphs

()Perhaps the most Useful type of graph for the determination of Lilaniced

tpkeoff di~tances during preliminary dcsign stapen is presenteiJ in
Figures 47a and 47b. Th e graphl shows the -distance a.., a fu, ct ion of theM
thnist to weight ratio T/W, the wirgc loading Iv/S, as well as the atmos-
pheric density ratios as the main variables. No ihstacle height is used.

Suich a gYraph is suitable to assess the effe-cts of variations in4wing area, installed engine thrust and aircraft wveight, while keeping
otlier effects relatively constanit such as certain forcc ratios related
to braking coefficients and aircraft drag/ thri ist ratios. These r'xtios,
however, do affect the magnitudes shown to some extent and should be
detcnnined prior to preliminary design exorcisý's. "Pile graph is based
on ratios that were found t,, boe suitable for the exte-nially blown flap
concept presently uinder stui~y. i hey are F-,/Tpj,. 1.8 and F4/F 3 =1.67,
,und a range of F4/iFHI from 0.75 to 1.25. Herein, TpE: is the static
iozl thrust per engine, F,3 aod v4 are average accelerating forces when
3 or 4 engines are operating, and iF11 is the averago braking force. A
The determiination of the ratios is dtiscussed later in this report.

Also, an experience value for the speed at which an enginc- fails,4
VF, needs to be used in the doterminat ion of the takeoff distance frorl
such a gnripl. Surprisingly, the distance is not very sensitive to this

K Speed at values of interest, so that a first order estijimut of' V 1 May
yield an acceptablo f irst assessment of the takeoff' dista nc It i s

Mý suggzested, that the takeoff distance be determined first with an
et-imted VF ýfor examiple 00 knjots true), that subsequently V1, be

detennined ats ,Mhrii in the nvext chapter, and that finally the t akeof f
distmice be read agafii with the new Vp. as 3 second iterative stop.
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From a graph such as given in the figure above the takeoff distance
can be dotenmined as a function of aircraft weight and field elevation
for each given engine size (as expressed in T at S.L. STD condition)
and wing area, S. This is illustrat4d in the following example using
VF u 60 knots true, F4/1 1.0, S = 1600 ft 2 and the above graph:

ALT ppT W W/S 4

(4 Erg.) (Lbs) T/W W/S 47. (Ft)SS. L. l•) .0O 82,200 lbs 140,0 V* DOD 87 ý5 _7. 5 87,5 94

150,000 .550 93.7 93.7 1115
.. 160,000 .515 100.0 100.0 1335Si2500 Ft-.(Hot) .857 79,200 ibs 4000 .566 87.5 102.0 1150-

150,000 .528 93.7 109.2 1375
___...._ 160,000 .495 100.0 116.7 1625

The distance of this sample computation is presented graphically in
Figure 48.

Because the force ratios F3/TpE and F4/F, may devitz somewhat from
the values used in the above figures it is of interest to assess the
sensitivity of the -takeoff distance to a variation of these ratios.
This sensitivity is shown by the curves in r-igure 49. The curves are
accurate to ivithin 0.5 percent of the takeoff distance for all T/W and

WV/S)/(P /P,) values shown in Figure 47. Using these sensitivity curves
for correction factors, the takeoff distance may be approximately express-
ed by:

A nomnogram has also been developed that gives the balviced takeoff
distan.e directly, without factorization, and with varying values for the
above described ratios, see Figtre 0. Yhis ncmogram fores the basis of
the graphs presented above. It is recommended to use this graph if the
force ratios are significantly different fr(nn the values used above. The
derivation of this nomogram is presen:ed -% the apper~dix.

7.
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(b) Ground Rules and Aerodynamic Limitations

The abov.e graphs and nomograms for the determination of the takeoff
distance are based on balanced distances without an obstacle height, see
Figure 51., This means that the ground roll of a continued takeoff after

engine failure is equal to the ground roll when the takeoff is Adurted
after the engine failure.

Equal distances are obtained by determining an aircraft speed on
the ground at which proper action mu~st be taken either to continue to
takeoff or to brake after engine failure. If the speed at which thc
engine fails, VF, is high, then the distance required to continue the
takeoff is relatively short and the distance required to stop is rela-
tively long. Vice versa, a low VF re~sults in a long takeoff distance and
a short dista-nce to bring the aircraft to a-.stop. Thus, the above graphs
and nomograms require the determination of the value Of VF for which the
ground rolls are equal.

Inherent with the use of this bAlanced distance, it is asstuied that

VF can be determined unrestricted by other limitations, such that 'Vi.
does not need to be increased on the basis of control lability problemLs
during engine failure on the ground.

Assumed also is that, if an e~qgine fails at Vp,, one second elapses
bfoethe pilot recogqnizes the failure wnd comes to a decision of either

tocontinue the takeoff or to brake. If hie decides to brake, it is, assumned
that i t wili take an additional two seconds before all braking devices
such as thrust reversers and wheel brakes are fully effective. IWringt thle

fstsecond belfore. initiation of the brakingci, the aircraft increases
speed because off the three-crnginie acceleration force. During the two
seconds after initiation of the braking, the aircraft first still continues
to -increas-e speed, but subJsequently d&creases speed near the. end of thle
two'second perioJ. ortepurpose of establishinv mothods to deteni ine
takeoff distances, art avera'ge coristwit speed is assuiftd duiring the tot'al
three second period. 'nits is ýequal ly as a~rbitrary as the asitNwpt ion of

a on st!~rv ogn tion t ime and it two-seconid brahe deploymient time,
Pttus the rollIiny, distmnce between ---tart of onvine failure and beginning,
of full braking~ effect is ass-trwd to tv, using the true speed for VF:

4,
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If the pilot decides to continue the takeoff after engine failure at
Vl, the takeoff distance is continued to a flight speed that meets all
flight safety .and climb requirements. The liftoff speed is the same as
that described in the previous section and thus consistent with the ground
rules stated there.

This speed is reflected in the lower portion of the vertical axis tf
the nomograrn in Figure 50. If the aircraft aerodynamics change, or if

J the safety margins or clib) requirements change, a different relation
between T/W and (l/C~pE)LO needs to be substituted at this part of the
nomogrant as discussed in the section for liftoff speed. For this
reason a scale of (I/CApE)LO is included in the nomogram. This scale
remains unchanged during this nmnipulation, mad only the T/W values need
to be revised.

Furthermore the ground rules used in this nomogram do not include a
portion of the runway length n•.ded to taxi the aircraft onto the runway,
and to provide a surface for tue nose gear to rest upon after an aborted
takeoff. To provide this capability, a distance needs to be added
equal to: -

ohere Ro is the taxi radius to the outer gear, ,nd RN is the distance
between the nose gear and the main gear, see Figure 52.

(c) Suppuorting Infoniation

Failure Speed VF

A noaogrim for th-e dot rmnt ion of the failure speed V1, is Ircsentedtvt
in Figure S3. It is ', ased on tfle swiw force ratios -3/TP'jr as the nomo-
gra. for the takeoff distwice in r gure 47.

lhe failure speld needs to be knotio for the accurate dotetaination of
the takeoff distanie in the above mtntioned section. flowever, conversQly,
tile determination of VP deplnds here on the takeoff dist.ice. It is
suggested to first determine the tAueoff distice with an ass-ttod Vt,
substeuently to determine with this distance a new VF frm the presett
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Figure 53 and then to determine a refined takeoff distance, etc., in an
iterative procedure. This iteration is rapidly converging, and mostly
only one corrective step is needed.

The aerodynamic data used in this nomogram, as well as the flight
safety margins and climb requirements that enter into the determinationA
Of VF are the same as for the takeoff distance nomogram. If other
aerodynamic data or ground rules or force ratios F3/TpE and! F4/F3 need
to be used, a more detailed nomogram should be taken that is derived in
-the appendix. From this more detailed nomogram a new simplified version

4. may be derived as of the type shown above in Figure K5 but with changed
gTround rules or changed aerodynamic data as necessary.4

NE

IN 'fhrust and Drag Du~ring Ground Roll

A Uthis section nomogralns for, the determination of the followin,'
torce ratios are presented for use in tak~off distance nomogrzuis:

F4 foeertinQrrce with 4 engi~ne-s
.R F3' Average accelerating force with 3 engines.1 ~ ~F3  Araecclating force wi~th 3enis

7pE. st~atic ongine thrust at exhaust (per onvitie)

1'4 AL'er. c viLeranjý orce ýtit 4 cri., riýs
1I TB Averagte decelerating force while braking

Thlese ratios need to be obtained only a relat ively fewý rimes afte~r
eect ion of a lift/nrpi io yte hreaftter probably experience.

valuCs, can be usedl.

Nomgrxs fr I!ip u ad F-/F! ar peented in f.igures 54 and 55

respectively. 'mie rat io ¼F 3 iste bA;.ndfo

4/F,, -

FF3dT

W*M1
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4' I
The two nomograms are based on a ground roll during which the flaps are

not blown. It is assumed that the thrust nozzles are rotated only immediately
prior to liftoff to a blowing position. (Nozzle positioning may become a
standard operational procedure for this type of vehicle during STOL mode
employment. Its use is analogous to a collective pitch lever in helicopters,
and its operation would become if secondary nature to the pilot.) Most of the
ground run is tho ..arried out with the nozzles deflected downward by a small
angle EN so that the exhaust is not obstructed by the flaps. This results in
a relatively high forward thrust component 4TpE cos1N in the acceleration
phase. Under these circumstances aerodynamic drag and lift is generated
exactly as in conventional aerodynamics, i.e., Laero -- CLPO q S and Daero =
CDpO q S, where the suLscript PO denotes power-off aerodynamics. Power
effects are added from the thrust components without aerodynamic interference.
The aerodynamic derivatives should include ground effect.

A nomogram for tFBIApE is presented in Figure 56 on a similar basis,
except that two engines out of four are assued operating with thrust
reversers, and that the remaining two engines are inoperative because one
of them is assumed failed, and the other shut down to preserve thrust
symmetry. No vertical thrust components are considered from the engine
exhaust syst.!m with the reversers actuated. A derivation of the equations
used in the ncxiogram are presented in the appendix.

The above nomograms include a decrease of the net engine thrust with
speed increase. This decrease is primarily due to the intake momentum
drag. The remainder is due to a T.ange in the nozzle exhaust force. The
equation used hcre for the total chatne with speed is

where N is the number of engines operating and where K is a factor that
varies only slightly with speed wid power conditions.

"To use the above no.nogrtins, only the factor K needs to he detemined.
An example of its detenaination is given in Figure 57. It is suggested
to deternine the value of K only once for a given engine/aircraft layout
because the main chn with speed and power i0 anproximated adequately by
the variation in ;kpl:

Use of the figure roquires the knowledee of Ail)., which is t'e intake
area inside tVC inlet per engine, as well as the byp;iss ratio 1 .:d w4ing
reference area S. Note that

where i is the wing siect ratio, and t, is the di~atter of the inlet
throat of each engine.

Background info.-.ation of the thrust change with sixed is presented
in the appendix.
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3.1.3 SAMPLE COMPUTATIONS AND SAMPLE DATA

The takeoff distance, liftoff speed, and failure speed may be deter-
mined as follows:

First Step

Obtain a first order approximation of the takeoff distance with an
assumed value for VF • 100 ft/second true (60 KTAS) from Figure 47 using
appropriate values for T/W, W/S, and P/ P.

0,.501 100 0.856 117 1600

Obtain a first order approximation of the failirp speed, using
Figure 53.

T /S T TVVF
W P) W5 mi As~A Fr/s TRLI

0.50 117 SO 70.0 75.8 128

Second Ste2

D)etermine VF/Vtý using Figure 37 for Vl,):

T TVF 1 ,

'•0,550 so / 9C, 0.745 1.74 1,55

Obtain factor K for the intake amolentum drag frai Figure 57, usbig
appropriate values for Ail,/S and the engine bypass ratio B. In the
present sxnple

A' 0.'f8
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0.50 50 94.0 H 0.080

Determine force ratios involving F4 , F3, and JFBI from Figures S4,
55, and 56. Appropriate values need to be taken for the lift and di.2g
coefficient, thrust nozzle deflection (downward), friction coefficient and
thrust reversal. If CLpo = 1.7, CD -- 0.27, &N = 15, ýk 0.10, and
if the thrust reversal is 50 percent (on two engines) then:

The takeoff distance is then determined from Figure SO: •

T I V/S [3 VF I

The failure speed for a balanced t•.keoff becomes, using Figure 76 in
the appendix

4d 7/. Il_ II TTi tc T ,

.50 1640 2 .91 0.84 :0. 2.05 .636 0.85

The takeoff distance may i lso be detennined, thoum h less accurate,

f: fro Figures 47 wi•d 49 with VF- f r<n tl~e first approxiiiuition:

T P'4 3V

o0.50 o.SS 1 1570 117 1.- 7 3874 164'5

Rifather Iterative StM,!s

Iterative steps may be continued with the failure speed f7r6 tin
second appro ditimation, but in general te racy of th e nouogrmhs does
not warrant a further iteration.

98
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The above procedure using Figure 50 and the above sample aircraft
characteristics have been use, in generatinkg 'he results shown in Figures
58 and 59 which show some trends of the e ~fect-of.T/W on the takeoff

distance and the force ratios P3/TpE, F4/F3, and F4hFBI.

59
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3.2 STOL LANDING PERFOFM4ANCE

3.2.1 APPROACH SPEED

(a) A Nomogram for Approach Speed

A type of nomogram from which the approach speed can readily be deter-
mined is shown in Figure 60. Similar to the nomogram for the takeoff
speed, also this nomogram is of a type that can be used for a great variety
of lift/propulsion concepts as long as CL values for approach can be
expressed in terms of a blowing coefficient CMpE.

(b) Ground Rules Used

In the above nomogram, the following flight safety considerations in
terms of speed and maneuver7 margins are used:

Va >- 1. 10 Vmtd (CEF, I(T)

at Va: n _> 1.15 (CFT, IGE)

at Va: n a 1.3 (CGF, OGE)

Iferein, Vmtd is used synoiomous to the stall speed in grouind effect.
It is assumed that the ground uigle is not limited by the fuselage.

Also, the asstuiTtion is ,imde that no significant docrease in speed
occurs between the approach condition and the instant of touch down,

iurthenmore, it is assumed that the approach is made with a four .erree
descent flight path angl• e which, at approach speeds of interest, results
iii a sink rate of about 1.0 ft/secoiid.

fn addition, the requiremenit is impos*sd that it be possible to w.weoff
with the earlier stated takeoff safety =irgins and with a climb angle of

1" ir. the event that one engine is fai ld and that the wavoff is'
iiitiated at ent altitude of 100 feet above thd rnhway. heeivnt, rfartial
flap retraction is used.

10.
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(c) AerodynTamic Limitations

The speed margins and maneuver margins for approach are applied to
the miaxim= lifting capability of the aircraft in a similar fashion as
described in the section of aerodynamic limitations• for takeoff. The
same basic maxinum lift data are used here, which is based on the angle
of attack limit for which adequate roll control exists in case of engine
failure (0( = 180). Also the same data for ground effect on lift is used
here.

The effect of the various margins on the useable lift for approach

is shown in Figures 61 and 62 for two different values of the blowing
"oefficient. All curves are trimmed in pitch, roll, and yaw. All curves
pertain to the critical engine failed (CEF), and spoilers are extended
asymmetrically only on one side of the wing for rolling moment equilibrium.
No spoiler deflection for DLC is used in these figures. The figures also
indicate the relation between the flap angle and the lift coefficient where
an approach flight path of ' =-4* is obtained. This relation is deter-
mined in a very similar way as that for =+3* in takeoff in Figure 44.

The highest lift where this flight path requirement as well as the
most stringent safety margin is satisfied represents the highest useable
lift for approach. This oc ,rs at the intersection of the respective
lift lines. The lift of the intersections is now plotted versus the inverse
ot the blowing coefficient in Figure 63. Such a figure yields the minimum
approach speed for any given value of the thrust TPE. At any given TpE
and W = L, a condition to the right of the line has safety margins greater
than those stated above. Conditions to the left represent speeds that
are lower than that at which the safety margins can be met.

The curve in Figure 63 is included in the nomogram in Figure 60
for values of l/C ,pE lower than 2.0 (see next chapter for dlues greater
than 2:0). The upper portion of the vertical axis in this nomogram
represents CL/CQApE which is readily expressed in T/W by

L-4

The horizontal axes in both figures are also identical. This axis
system has been useu in the nomogram to facilitate changes in the relation
between CL/CVpE versus I/CV'pE when the aerodynamics change or when the
safety requirements or the descent rate are altered. The relation shown
is valid for the externally blown flap lift/propulsion concept with
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aerodynamic characteristics based on a certain wind tunnel test. HoW4
ever, again this type of nomogram can bb used for many different lift/
propulsion concepts as long as CL can be expressed in tezmis of a
coefficient such as CAMPE.

One safety requirement not included thus far and which can change

the elation in Figure 63 pertains to the waveoff capability. This capa-
bility is discussed in the following section.

F (d) Waveoff Constraints

Waveoff considerations become important whenever the speed after a
pullup from the approach is less than the speed for takeoff with one
engine failed. It is. assumed here that the speed for waveoff is at least
equal to that for takeoff so that at least equal safety margins and climb
capabilities exist as after the takeoff.

To compare these speeds, first a comparison between the relation of
L/TpE verzus I/CApE for approach and takeoff is made, as shown in
Figure 64. The relation fo'r approach is taken fran the above Figure 63,
while the relation f"or takeoff or waveoff is found from Figure 46.

It is seen that the inverse of the blowing coefficient is lower for
approach than for landing at L/TpE values of interest. This inverse of
the coefficient is indicative of the dynamic pressure or speed at given
values of TpEj because

S• 9 (T /YS)

This means the approach speed is lower than the takeoff speed at equal
values of the thnrst TpE. Generally it may be assumed that the thrusts
are indeed the snme and equal to the maxinun because the thrust of three
eniines is advwiced fully after failure of one engine inorder to obtain
a minimum landing distance with three engines operating. Thus, it is
seen that with the safety margins for approach and takeoff presently
used, the waveoff requirements may indeed become the most stringent safety
requirement for the landing approach.
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One way to insure adequate climb capability after waveoff is to use
the same relation of CL/CAPE versus l!C4pE for approach as for takeoff,
and to disregard the relation for aplroach derived in the previous sec-
tion. This results in an -.,creased approach speed and thus increased
landing distance.

Another procedure would be to change the thrust level.. However, this
would necessitate the use of less than maximum thrust during tha thr-ee
engine approach, and this results in a greater landing distance in normal
operation. Both these procedures are not used in the present re~port.

However, it is also possible that the speed increases while the pullup
and a flap reduction is carried out, especially when the flap angle can
be reduced fairly rapidly and when the pullup is not severe. In that case
the approach speed can indeed be lower than the climbout speed. To
investigate this possibility the drag characteristics of the aircraft are
analyzed here and related to the maneuver requirements and flap retraction
rate.

The pullup should be the minimum possible within safety constraints.
One of these constraints is posed by the loss of altitude after waveoff
initiation. It can be shown that the altitude loss is

aH V`

where

V7 rate of sink in ft/second

An U normal acceleration due to puliup

Assuxning that the waveoff is initiated at -a altitude of 100 feet above
the runway with one engine inoperative, and that only 80 percent of this

altitude may be consumed for cle;irwice, the required nonmdl acceleration
for V7 -10 ft/second beeches:

,Af - ,, o.O
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Another constraint is the assumed requirement that the flight path is
curved upward at the end of the runway in such a way that the flight path
angle is equal to the design takeoff flight path angle with one engine
inoperative. It can be shown that the distance, S , travelled to change
the flight path from the approach angle, Ira , to the takeoff climb angle,

Sis:
RZ

where the angles are in radians, and V is the aircraft flight velocity in

ft/second. Assuming that ra -40/57.3, 0= 3°/57.3, V = 135 ft/

second or 80 knots, and thatA= 2000 feet, this equation yields:

57 ~O

Using this latter amount for the required normal acceleration, a first
order assessment is made of the speed increase as shown somewhat
schematically in Figure 65.

In this sample the nomal acceleration is reached after one second of
waveoff initiation, and the flap is reduced frrom 690 to 320 in three
seconds. It is asstmed that a double slotted flap is used, and that only
the setting of the last segment needs to be changed. The external aero-
dy•nmic forces on the flap probably can be made to keep the power require-
rments for the flap actuation mnechatism to a reasonably low value. In
the present sa.nle, the first flap segment is kept unchanged between
approach and waveoff at 2S'°.

The averwve acceleration obtained frc.n this figure is x 0 0.052-,
and the speed increases during the waveofff by IS ft/second or 11 percent.

This means that the approach in this sample can he made with a .;rK.ed

that is only 90 tercent of the takeoff climb speed because dkirino the
waveoff maneuver the speed can be increased to the 100 percent level of
the takeoff climb speed. Applying the 90 percent vaLue te the relation
of,,C/ph versus l/CMP, of the takeoff condition, results In vailles
S that can he used to satisry the waveoff climP, condition, see Fiure 66.

Vie final relation of C,./!C(pj versus /c~pi; to lie used for anproach
mist be either the one for the waveoff consideration frtv% the above iQ1re.
or the one sati ;fying th0 approach sa-fety margins in the descent flight
f1 igrt path from Fig.re 63, "whichlever is critical. This final relation is

.hoan in Figure b7 and for s the ba.is of the upper portion of the approach
speed nomogram in 1i ure 60.
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3.2.2 LWDIG DISTANCE

(a) Naiiograms for Landing Distance

A nanogram for the determiinatio~n of the landing distance with an
aircraft height of SO feet at the threshold and a sink rate of 10 ft/
second is presented in Figure 68. The nomogramn is determnined from

~ 2

where

H =height at threshold, S0 feet

-VZ rate of sink, (ft/second)

Va true approach velocity, (ft/second)

X1 I F gI I /

The value of the braking fo~rce, IFB* can be detennined fran Figure 56.

Another nomogramn where the height above the g~round and the approach
glide path is a variable is presented in Figure 69. The total deceleration

where

'1ru'st reversal ratio of each angine used duiaini~ reversal

100 "Percent thrust reversal"

Nr u inbr -)f engine,., used for reversal, Nik 2

T our engine static nozzle thrust

Note that in the second nanogram the true, sy "d mus~st be enterod.

11S
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(b) Ground Rules Used

The ground rules on which the nomogram in Figure 68 is based are
(see also sketch in Figure 70):

Height at threshold: 50 feet above runway

Above threshold: Aircraft speed satisfies flight safety margins
stated in 3.2.1
Sink-rate, -VZ = 10 ft/second

No landing flare

TNo seconds ground roll without deceleration

Fuil deceleration two seconds after touchdown

Deceleration with:

AtA= 0.30
50 percent thrust ruversal on two engines
Spoilers fully deflected

3.2.3 SAMPLE COAP.PUTATIONS

The'landing distance with a height of 50 feet at the threshold is
determined as follows.

Obtain the approach speed, Va, from Figure 60 for given values of
T/!W and IV/S, for example:

S !q 'r T Wq Va
W S. __ S KTM

0.50 80 40.0 76.5
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Determine 1FB3VTPE from Figure 56, for example using C, O .53,
CL =0 with spoilers opened, K - .11 (from~ Figure 57) or eL4&ience
value), 44 .030, 50 percent thrust reversal on two engines:

T Va T IPel
W iMA~S S TPE

.50 76.5 40.0 4.0

Determiine the landing distance from Figure 68, usin~g pi 0  .857
as a sample value

T 1 IFB1 T Va p j.
-4 rfý, .I - FT

so .50 76. .857 1580

An example of landing distances as a function of TIN and NV/S with
the above constants is presented in Figure 71.
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B -Imuon N A-72-868
North American Rockwell Volume III

Section IV

0)NCIUISIONS AND RECMNDTIONS

Ground rules for takeoff and landing have been recaommended for use in
a supplement to MIL-C-5011A, '"ilitary Specification; Charts, Standard
kircraft Characteristics and Performance, Piloted Aircraft". Also methods
and nomograms for the determination of the field performance were pre-
sented on the basis of these reconmended ground rules. The ground rules
were derived on the basis of safe speed margins, reasonable maneuver

"characteristics, and controllability after engine failure or severe gust.
The performance methods and ground rules are sufficiently general to be
applicable to a variety of lift/propulsion concepts for STOL aircraft.

Ntmerous assumptions were made with regard to pilot reaction to
engine failure and gust, in particular, recognition time and total time
needed to control the aircraft. These still must be verified with test
data or simulator data. An assessment of ground rules was made with
these assumed pilot techniques, primarily to show what the safety require,
ments possibly could be, to describe a frame of aircraft characteristics 4
within which the pilot has to operate, and to build a technical or theore-
tical background that might aid in the planning and conducting of more
meaningful test setups.

With this frame of recormended criteria as a reference, it is
suggested to obtain information with regard to airport gust and the pilot
response mechAnism. Included should he down draft to determine the
vertical clearrance to obstacles or the best height above the threshoid.
Also, included should be the effect of rear gusts, and Ji particular the
pilot response to it and whether thrust increases can be carried out
tiniely.

Similarly, pilot response to engine failure near touchdown, and his
reaction to a rehounce should be determined, as well as requirements with
respect to the maximtn rate of lift control that should be made avail-
able to him for proper control. A relation between required magnitude
of control should he established as a fLunction of maximtum rate of lift
control.

Mi• Assault ladings were not proposed with ut one engineout af'ety.
Alternatives should be studied in conjunction with a military operations
artalysis which is beyond the scolp of the present study.
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A.l TAKEOFF DISTANCE AND FAILURE SPEED

Equations are derived for the balanced field length for takeoff
without consideration of an obstacle; t÷e ground roll distance to lift-
off is made equal to the accelerate and stop distance in case of an
engine failure.

The distance for the takeoff ground roll, S , is basically camputed
from

Herein, the acceleration dV/dt varies with the aircraft speed. It is
generally the highest at the beginning of the takeoff (v = 0), and less
at liftoff. For the purpose of simplifying the takeoff computation,
the ground run is split in two sections, and over each of the two sec-
tions the acceleration will. be taken constant. The first section will
cover the acceleration with four engines operating, and the second sec-
tion will pertain to the condition with one engine failed. Thus

jVAV (Cly ~V v

where dr Aveiuge acceleration with four engines

NO average acceleration with three engines

VPF speed at which one engine fails

Vu) speed at which the aircraft lifts off the protuid

n'i average acceleration is sometimes used as an approxinmttion for
conventional aircraft. In the case of Srol. aircraft, the acceleration
is usually larger thtn for conventional aircraft, ihiich means that the
tercentage chan.e of the acceleration with speed is qnoerally 1Uss for
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STOL aircraft. Thus, it appears, that the use of average accelerations is
appropriate for the present report.

The accelerations are now related to average net forward for-ces, F,as follows:w

or

where the subscripts 3 and 4 denote average forces in the 3 and 4-engine
operation. This yields

2

or

FA Fa

In order to present nomnograms with the wing loading IVS as a-ariable, the wing area S is introduced. Also, because F3 vsnd F4 aredirectly related to the engine thrust, the thrust is used to nondimen-
Sionalizo F~ and F4. The static value of it is uscd for the reference
thrust in order to avoid confusion related to net thrust changes with
speed. lli'-se changes are caused by intake momtentum effects aind gross
thrust chianges. Thirust values of a Single nozzle, i.e., the thrust perengine, Tt)E is used so that no chiange in reference thrust needs to he

Qx



made in going from a normal operating condition to a case with an engine
failed. The above equation becomies:

or

(21S) Ft) -~ LCF~J= (~ILO )r-

in wichby efintio

I.1.-14:9; S

in Thichb deq inationisrentd rphclya 'uv "inFgr7.

f'he takeoff distance is plotted to the left and nondim,.ens ional ized by
COV(111 At the hottom of tl~c curve is the takeoff distance when

the engine fails inmediately after brake release, i e., w~hen lCP)
0. Increased values on the vertical uxis represent an increase. in for-
'ard ;peed at whiich the 2ngine fails, At such increased forward Speeds,
the takeoff distance becomes shorter because scme acceleration is ho-
tained with four engines, Thie shortening of this distance is indicated

bythe Slope of "curve

The above takeoff dist;anco t[o liftoff 'tliust be comtpared to the
accelerate tnd stop distwice in the event the taKeoff is ahorted. The
accel crate -stop -dis;tance is computed fromn

d'a(d V AV

JOz
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where (dV/dt)B is the deceleration of the aircraft,, and aA4 an increase
of the distance for any reason, such as the distance traveled after engine
failure and before 100 percent braking is achieved.

Using d

w

~ This yields:
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This equation can be presented graphically as shown by "curve B" in
Figure 73. At the intersection of this curve with the horizontal axis
the distance A J is shov% in the nondimensional form. At this axis,
the aircraft speed is zero at the moment of engine failure. This is
expressed by (l/C#)F = 0. Then the distance to accelerate is 7ero and
also the distance to stop is zero, leaving only the effect of a .
With increase of the forward speed at which the engine fails also the
accelerate/stop distance increases which is expressed by the slope of
"curve 1)':

To convert a given distance &a into the above nondimensionalized
form a ) a small nomogram is included in the figure to the
right. This conversion is based on

40 ~ ol~ 16. i l .so~ /F-T3W/ ,W//$ W - "i . T)($4)• (wy

Tho accelerate and stop distance presented in the above form is
expresssed in the same coordinate system as the distance of a continued

takeoff after erngine failure. This facilitates a direct comparison.
this comparison is needed to make the accelerate/stop distance equal to
the continued takeoff distance, which is the conditico for the takeoff
distance to be balanced. The graphical solution for obtaining this
balance is illustrated in the lower left of Figure 74 by the intersection

4 of curves ® and B(

Going vertically from this intersection, the balanced field length
'can be .Found. The convwrsion from the nondimensional field length to the
actual field longth is shown at the top if the figure, using

'7 J ~ ) (t)

Going horizontally from the intersection in this figure yields the
inverse of tle blowing coefficient existingl at the sixed at which the engine
fails in the balanced c . From
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This speed can be determined when the thrust level TpE and the atmospheric
density is known. In this balanced condition, ',e failure speed VF'
is equal to the decision speed by definition.

The above described portions of the nomograms pertaining to the
, balanced takeoff distance are now combined into the single nomogram shown

in Figure 75.

A ncmnogramn for the determination of the failure speed is given in
Figure 76 based on the same principles, except assuming that the takeoff
distance is known from a previous itcrative step.

A. 2 ACCELEMATING FORCE

The average force in the forward directibn when all engines are
operating can be expressed as

F4 TA -AvAW -LA,

where

TAV = average engine thrust component

= average aerodynamic drag

I_ LAV average aerodynamic lift and vertical thrust component

T The respective average forces are expressed as follows using TpF
as the definition of the static nozzle thiust per engine:

T, 4.

L"
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Substltitlczia Yields:

Thvwwiogram based on this equation is given in Figure 54.

Similar to the accelerating force with four engines, the force forj ~three engines operating is-obtained frcm:

P 3  A k W .

where nowi:

TAV .3 TPE CO$SNJ r-3 A.Cw 3K

DAVa . 2 c~ L2&ocop

LAV. POS [1rCCp 0 p

or

DAV~ +

LAVH -a CIM



Substitution into the equation for F3 yields:

3a (-c -COS*)-.+ + -

This equation forms the basis of the nomogram in Figure S5.

A. 3 DECELERATING FORCE

Using the same general approach as above, the braking force is
obtained frm:

SFie NJ* Tl (- T+ 0 ' Dvy "+-,, (W -L.,

where:

NR number of engines with reversed thrust

TR ratio of thrust in reversed condition to thrust in unreversed

T" condition, per engine (100 TR/T % thrust reversal)

T .,sum of static nozzle thrust from four engines "

ADi ,,, /'TpE average reduction of not thrust due to
speed increase, primarily intake momntum drag

DAV- (1/2)q CDpo S

LAA (1/2)q C S
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Substitution and dividing by TPE yields:

Tr 4 +

or, using NR 2 for the nomogramn in Figure S6:

7~T

A. 4 ENGIINE NET THRUST DECREASE WITH SPEED

The engine net thrust decrease that occurs when the speed increases
can be expressed as a drag increment per engine as follows:

Thec factor K is also a function of q and TpE,, and depends on the
engines used (but only to a relatively minor extent except for the bypass
ratio). The equation is rewritten into:

4... 140



or

P!
where ,

AipE - inlet throat area per engine

B = engine bypass ratio

and where

AD; /mr~ 1 ;P
SIF

It has been found that ADi/TpE deviates only slightly from a linear varia-
tion with

wi th.. .

Use of the bypass ratio in this fbm resulted in an empirical rela-
tion where data fram'different engines and bypass ratios very nearly
collapsed into a single relation. An example of this is shown in
Figure 77. This means, that in a limited region of interest

4 - /- :-": • Constant

and for given values of AipE and B also K • constant.
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The determination of the value K is shown in the nomograms in this figure.
The engine data used therein are only samples. Before determining the factor
K for a particular engine/aircraft layout, the engine data should be plotted as
shown in the nomogram for verification of detailed explanation of the variables
involved.

A. 5 GUST RESPONSE

To derive a differential equation for the determination of the vehicle's
angle of attack excursion in response to a discrete vertical gust, the
summation of the response and forcing function forces can be written as;

since, . - -)V , r~s, c,,,. s,,/,.1 .fo, 6 ;

w f.

kC U
- I '1 ;ri W
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Expressing as a second-order system differential equation, where a+ 2%6 +

vn
Wan2&ti f 5~ when critical danping is assu~med ~u1);

4Lu

ar.1
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